PROGRAMME
Thursday 28 February 2019
Royal Lancaster London

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP SUMMIT
1145

Registration and Exhibition

1230

Networking Lunch

1345

Thought Leadership Summit

Chief Supt Nick Aldworth

Counter Terrorism National Coordinator
Protect and Prepare
Step change - the challenges of working
together to counter terrorism

Welcome and Introduction
Professor Martin Gill

Nick Aldworth will present an overview
of current counter terrorist activity and
the development of public/private sector
collaboration to combat the terrorist threat.

Katy Bourne

Police & Crime Commissioner for Sussex
Relationship between PCCs and the
business community

Dave Humphries

Interim Chief Executive
Security Industry Authority (SIA)

Sussex Police & Crime Commissioner, Katy
Bourne will speak about the importance of
engaging with the business community and
the initiatives locally of Sussex Police force in
working with them to tackle business related
crime. There are many opportunities out there
which are being missed. This talk will present
an inside view of the changing landscape of
business engagement with the police.

Private security - how it helps and how it
hinders
Dave Humphries, Interim CEO of the
Security Industry Authority (SIA) will provide
a regulator’s viewpoint of the private security
industry, its development over time and its
improvements in standards, but including,
nonetheless, where it still needs to improve.
The role of regulation and how this has
evolved in parallel with developments in
private security will also be considered.
So will the threats and challenges to not
only security providers, licensed security
operatives and to clients of contracted
security, but also to police partners and to the
general public.

Dr Glen Kitteringham

Owner and Principal Consultant
Kitteringham Security Group Inc
The dangers of ineffective security guards
This presentation will examine the implications
of poorly trained security guards and the
impact for both the security workforce and
who they interact with. Based on original
global research, this presentation will also
examine potential causes for the failure of
training. Connected to this is the breakdown
of security leadership that underpins guard
performance and here a range of weaknesses
are examined. The presentation will end
with recommendations to improve both the
effectiveness of security guards and the guard
force management industry as a whole.

This event is sponsored by

Stuart Lowden / Geoff Zeidler
Is the Security Industry Authority stifling
the development of the security sector?
A lively debate involving well-known thought
leaders Stuart Lowden and Geoff Zeidler.

1615

Summit closing remarks

1630

Networking/afternoon tea

1715

Close

